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QUESTION 1

Look at all the network devices on a network to check the information of the VPN ( ) detailed example. If the following is
the case, which of the following methods is wrong? Multiple selection 

A. The number of instances of the enabled address cluster in the local configuration is VPN Ipv6 1 real. 

B. The book is assigned a label for each route of the VPN-instance vpna. 

C. VPN-Instance vpna RT 2:1 VPN will not receive the route 

D. GigabitEthernet1/0/0 interface has been added to the VPN-Instance vpna 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 2

In which of the following scenarios will gratuitous ARP packets be sent? 

A. A host connected to the switch sends a ping packet. 

B. The DHCP client receives an acknowledgment message from the server 

C. A new host with an IP address is connected to the network. 

D. The master and backup devices are elected in VRRP. 

Correct Answer: B 
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QUESTION 3

A VXLAN tunnel can be established between two VTEPs and shared by all VXLAN network Identifiers (VNIs) between
two NVE nodes. 

A. TRUE 

B. FASE 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4

Typically, users within a VPN only communicate with other users in the same VPN. They cannot communicate with
users on the Internet or access the Internet. Many VPN sites, however, may need to access the Internet. Which of the
following statements regarding interconnection between the VPN and the Internet are true? 

A. The interconnection between the VPN and the Internet can be implemented on the PE. However, the implementation
is complex and may bring security risks. The PE is vulnerable to DoS attacks from the Internet. 

B. Directly connect the CE to the Internet on the user side. Each user site can independently access the Internet. That
is, a default route destined for the Internet is configured on the CE of each site. 

C. Configure the PE to send a default route destined for the Internet to the CE, and add a default route destined for the
Internet gateway to the VPN instance routing table. 

D. Isolating public network routes and VPN routes on the user side is simple, secure, and reliable. 

Correct Answer: ACD 

 

QUESTION 5

In the command, ipv4-address { mask | mask-length } [ as-set | attribute-policy route-policy-name1 ] detail suppressed |
origin-policy route-policy-name2 | suppress-policy route-policy-name3 ] Parameters can be used to influence Summary
The route and its result. What is correct about the command description? 

A. If configured, the Suppress policy Route-production clause can also be used to pick the suppressed route. policy if-
match is fine, The clear route will still be advertised. Other Route-policy BGP will be given to neighbors. 

B. If only the matching routes are configured to participate in the aggregation Origin-policy, Route- policy is fine. 

C. If you have configured the attribute Attribute-policy that can change the aggregated route, 

D. If the route\\'s As-set, AS_ATH AS is configured, the summary contains path information of all specific routes to
prevent routing loops. 

Correct Answer: BCD 
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